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In this paper we study a class of nonlinear dissipative partial differential equa-
tions that have inertial manifolds. This means that the long-time behavior is equiv-
alent to a certain finite system of ordinary differential equations. We investigate
ways in which these finite systems can be approximated in the C 1 sense. Geometri-
cally this may be interpreted as constructing manifolds in phase space that are C 1
close to the inertial manifold of the partial differential equation. Under such
approximations the invariant hyperbolic sets of the global attractor persist.  1996
Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
Since one can rarely write down the analytical solutions to nonlinear dis-
sipative partial differential equations (PDEs), it is important to understand
whether, and in what sense, the behavior of approximating numerical
schemes to these equations reflects the true dynamics of the original equa-
tions. Further, in the case of interesting dynamics standard error estimates
between approximations and the true solutions coming from spectral
methods, finite difference or finite element schemes for example, grow
exponentially in time due to instabilities. Hence, in this case standard error
analysis provides little value in understanding the long-time behavior of a
given approximating scheme.
In this paper we will not add to the understanding of how the dynamics
of general nonlinear dissipative PDEs behaves under approximation.
Rather, we will consider PDEs whose long-time behavior is equivalent to
that of an finite dimensional ordinary differential equation (ODE). We may
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then apply the existing theory of approximating dynamics for ODEs to find
appropriate approximations to the PDEs which preserve essential parts of
their long-time dynamics. For example, consider the ODE
dx
dt
=X(x), (1.1)
where we suppose that x # Rn and that X is a C 1 vector field. Further, we
suppose that the system (1.1) is dissipative, and hence has a global attractor.
Now suppose that (1.1) is approximated by
dy
dt
=X( y)+Y( y), (1.2)
where y # Rn and Y is a C 1 vector field, satisfying
&Y&C 1(U ) :=sup
y # U
[|Y( y)|+&DY( y)&L(Rn)]=
in an appropriate neighborhood U of the global attractor for some suitable
=>0. That is, (1.1) and (1.2) may be viewed as small C 1 perturbations of
one another. This seems to be a natural condition to require of a perturba-
tion in order to say something about how the global attractor of (1.2)
relates to that of (1.1) and vise versa. It is known, for example, that nor-
mally hyperbolic invariant sets persist under such perturbations. Indeed,
such systems have been studied by several authors and increasingly
stronger results have been obtained, see for example [14], [30], [48],
[50].
In order to apply the ODE results directly to PDEs, one must first
construct finite systems of ODEs that have the same global attractor as
that of the infinite-dimensional PDE. This has been done for several dis-
sipative PDEs including, for example, the KuramotoSivashinsky equation
(interfacial instabilities, wrinkled flame fronts. etc . . .) [6, 7, 20, 21, 22],
CahnHilliard equation, (phase transitions) [6, 45], GinzburgLandau
(hydrodynamic instabilities) [12, 26], and certain reaction-diffusion
equations [6, 31, 43, 42]. Such systems are called inertial forms.
To be more specific, each of these equations can be viewed as an infinite-
dimensional ordinary differential equation on a suitably chosen Hilbert
space, H. We denote by ( } , } ) the inner product and | } | the norm on H.
Then these equations take the form
du
dt
+Au+R(u)= f
(1.3)
u(0)=u0 ,
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where f # H and the assumptions on R(u) will be given below. For simplicity
the linear operator A is assumed to be an unbounded positive self-adjoint
operator with compact inverse (for the more general non-self-adjoint case
see [51]). Thus there exists an orthonormal basis [.j] of H consisting of
eigenvectors of A,
A.j=*j .j ,
where the *j satisfy 0<*1*2 } } } *j   as j   (for the details of
this set up see, e.g., [6, 23, 53]).
In all cases the existence of inertial forms (IF) has been proven by show-
ing the existence of an inertial manifold. To date inertial manifolds have
been constructed as a graph in phase space of a Lipschitz function 8 (see
[21], [22], and also see [2], [6], [7], [15], [19], [23], [37], [42]). An
inertial manifold (IM) for a dissipative evolution partial differential equa-
tion is a smooth finite-dimensional manifold in phase space, which is
positively invariant under the solution operator, and which uniformly
attracts every bounded subset of phase space at an exponential rate. It is
clear that if the IM exists then it must contain the global attractor.
Moreover, the reduction of the partial differential equation to the IM yields
the inertial form.
Even in the case that the IM or a smooth function 8 does not exist the
theory suggests to look for a global function 8app whose graph in phase
space approximates the attractor. The projection of the PDE onto the
manifold Graph(8app) yields a finite system suitable for computations. This
is the major idea behind the theory of approximate inertial manifolds and
the associated nonlinear Galerkin methods. (see [10], [11], [15], [16],
[17], [18], [23], [24], [33], [34], [36], [38], [43], [44], [54], [57],
[56]). We emphasize that the goal of these efforts is not necessarily to
produce a scheme that gives more accurate results on a finite interval of
time (see however [11] and the references therein). Rather it is to produce
a finite system that accurately reflects the long-time dynamics of the
original PDE.
To date most existence proofs of IMs have required the linear operator
A to have large gaps in its spectrumsee condition (2.5) below (see,
however, [2] for an exception). We assume that A satisfies this gap condi-
tion throughout this paper.
We denote by P the orthogonal projection of the space H onto
PH=span[.1 , ..., .M] and Q=I&P. We set p=Pu, q=Qu. Then the
evolution equation (1.3) is equivalent to the system
dp
dt
+Ap+PR( p+q)=Pf,
dq
dt
+Aq+QR( p+q)=Qf.
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If the IM is given as a graph of a Lipschitz function 8: PH [ QD(A),
then on this manifold the solutions of (1.3) are of the form u(t)=
p(t)+8( p(t)). Moreover, in this case the inertial form is given by
dp
dt
+Ap+PR( p+8( p))=Pf p # PH. (1.4)
The main goal of this method of reduction is to implement the reduced
ordinary differential system (1.4) in long-time simulations of solutions to
the PDE (1.3). For this purpose one would need to know the explicit form
of the function 8. However, this is not available except in very special
cases, as in [2]. Therefore, one would have to provide an appropriate
approximate function 8app , and instead use the corresponding approximate
inertial form
dp
dt
+Ap+PR( p+8app( p))=Pf p # PH, (1.5)
in computations. Let us remark that sometimes one should use a variant
of the approximate inertial form (1.5) in order to preserve the global dis-
sipative nature of the PDE (1.3) (for details see [34]). If one chooses 8app
to be close to 8 in the C 1 norm, that is,
sup
p # PH
( |A(8app( p)&8( p))|+&A(D8app( p)&D8( p))&L(PH, QH ))=,
where D8 denotes the Fre chet derivative of the function 8, then the vector
field in the approximate inertial form (1.5) may be viewed as a small C 1
perturbation of the vector field in the inertial form (1.4). In this case one
can say something about how the dynamics of the approximate inertial
form (1.5) relates to the dynamics of the IF (1.4), and hence, to the
dynamics of the PDE (1.3) itself. Indeed, one may apply the results of
[14], [48], for example, to conclude that certain compact overflowing,
inflowing, invariant (normally hyperbolic) manifolds persist under such
perturbations (more general structures are considered in [48]). Stable
stationary and periodic orbits are example of such invariants sets. Thus we
expect results like [5], [55, 56, 58] (which are proven for a Galerkin
system approximating the NavierStokes equations) to be a consequence of
the C 1 closeness of (1.4) and (1.5) for the equations under study here.
To carry on with this argument, first one has to make sure that the IM
is a graph of a C 1 function. Let us recall that under the same spectral gap
condition (2.5), which guarantees the existence of a Lipschitz IM, 8, one
can show that the function 8 is indeed C 1. In fact, one can also show that
the larger the gaps in the spectrum of the linear operator A the smoother
is function 8 (for the details of these statements see [3], [8], [42], [46]).
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Based on the above discussion, the main objective of this work is to
introduce a new method for approximating the IM arbitrarily closely in the
C 1-norm. The method utilized here also shows that the inertial forms
associated with finite differences, finite elements, and spectral methods
approximating the PDEs mentioned above can be made C 1 close to the
inertial form of the PDE (see [35] for the finite difference case). That
the spectral method based on the eigenfunctions of the linear operator A
has an IM and inertial form is studied in [22], [23]. More general
approximating schemes are studied in [9], [25], [37], [39].
We organize the paper as follows. In Section 2 we give the specific
assumptions on the nonlinear term R(u). These conditions are satisfied by
all the physical equations mentioned above. Then we prove a slightly
stronger version of the strong squeezing property, which was first intro-
duced in [19, 20] for the KuramotoSivashinsky equation and later
developed for a general abstract equation in [23]. This result is the essen-
tial tool used throughout this paper. In Section 3 we present an infinite-
dimensional damped hyperbolic PDE on the space PH with values in
QD(A). This PDE has a unique stationary solution which is asymptotically
stable. This stationary solution is an inertial manifold for the equation
(1.3). In Section 4 we show that the solutions to this infinite-dimensional
PDE converge exponentially fast to the IM, with an exponential rate
proportional to *M+1 , where M is the dimension of the IM. As an applica-
tion, one can take any of the currently available AIM, the ones studied in
[17], [23], [43], [54], [57], which are already close to the IM, as an
initial value for the infinite-dimensional PDE and integrate it forward for
a very short interval of time to get an even closer AIM, in the C 1 norm.
In Section 5 we conclude by showing that a Galerkin approximation of
Equation (1.3) is a small C 1 perturbation of (1.4), the inertial form,
provided the system is taken sufficiently large. Thus one may deduce that
certain structures of the global attractor for the infinite-dimensional PDE
are preserved by this Galerkin scheme (see also [32]). Hence, we may
apply our convergence results to the Galerkin system, which is finite-
dimensional system.
2. Preliminary Results
We begin with the specific assumptions about the nonlinear term R(u).
We assume (as in [23]) R(u) to be a differentiable map from D(A) into
D(A1&;) for some ;, 0;12 and satisfies the following inequalities:
|R$(u)v|M0( |Au| ) |A;v|,
|A1&;R$(u)v|M1( |Au| ) |Av|
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for all u, v # D(A). Mk : R+ [ R+, k=1, 2, are given monotonic increasing
functions.
We suppose that for every u0 # D(A), Equation (1.3) has a unique global
solution which will be denoted S(t)u0 . In addition, this solution satisfies
S(t)u0 # D(A) for all t0 and is continuous in both variables. Since we are
only assuming that f # H, in general one can not assume more regularity of
the solutions. That the system (1.3) is dissipative means there exists a ball
of radius \0 in D(A), B(0, \0), that is absorbing; that is, for every r>0
there exists a T(r)0 such that S(t) B(0, r)/B(0, \0) for all tT (see
[28], [53]). Thus, due to the absorbing property, we may truncate the
nonlinear term outside the ball B(0, 2\0). This will avoid certain technical
difficulties at infinity in D(A). However, the resulting modified equation
will provide the same dynamics inside the absorbing ball B(0, \0). In par-
ticular, it will provide the same asymptotic behavior as t   near the
global attractor.
Let %: R+ [ [0, 1] be a fixed smooth function with %(s)=1 for 0s2,
%(s)=0 for s4, and |%$(s)|2 for s0. Fix M2=2\0 and define
%M2(s)=%(sM
2
2). The modified equation of (1.3) is
du
dt
+Au+F(u)= f, (2.1)
where F(u)=%M2( |Au|
2) R(u). We also assume the cut-off function %
muliplies the forcing term, f, though it is not explicit written. From now on
the solution u(t) of Equation (2.1) will also be denoted by S(t)u0 . We now
recall the following proposition from [23].
Proposition 2.1. There exists constants K1 , K2 that only depend on ;,
M1 such that the nonlinear operator F(u) satisfies the estimates
|A1&;F(u)|K1 \u # D(A) (2.2)
|A1&;F $(u)v|K2 |Av| \u, v # D(A) (2.3)
|A1&;(F(u1)&F(u2))|K2 |A(u1&u2)| \u1 , u2 # D(A). (2.4)
We remark that so far the conditions in this section hold for a wide class
of dissipative equations, including the 2D NavierStokes equations,
KuramotoSivashinsky equation, non-local Burgers equation, Cahn
Hilliard equation, complex GinzburgLandau equation, and certain non-
linear reaction diffusion equations. We will now, however, restrict ourself
by requiring the spectrum of the operator A to have large gaps. This condi-
tion, among other things, will guarantee the existence of an inertial
manifold. Unfortunately, the NavierStokes equations are unlikely to
satisfy this condition.
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As before, we denote by P the orthogonal projection onto the first M
eigenvectors of the linear operator A, and let Q=I&P. Let #>0 be given.
We denote by 1M(#) the cone in D(A)_D(A) defined by
1M(#)=[[u1 , u2]: u1 , u2 # D(A), |QA(u1&u2)|# |PA(u1&u2)|].
The next theorem is generally referred to as the strong squeezing property.
It was first introduced for the KuramotoSivashinsky equations in [19],
[20], an abstract version of it was developed in [23]. Here, we prove a
slightly stronger version than the one given in [23].
Theorem 2.2. Let u1 , u2 be two solutions of (2.1) satisfying |Aui |M2 ,
for i=1, 2, and all t0, and with f # H. Suppose that M can be chosen large
enough so that *1&;M+1>2K2(1+#
&1) and
*M+1&*M>K2((1+#)*;M+(1+#
&1) * ;M+1). (2.5)
Then the following two statements hold :
(i) (uniform cone condition) If [u1(t0), u2(t0)] # 1M (#) for some
t00, then [u1(t), u2(t)] # 1M(#) for all tt0 .
(ii) (Strong squeezing property) If [u1(t), u2(t)]  1M(#) for all
0tT, then
|QA(u1(t)&u2(t))||QA(u1(0)&u2(0))| e&*M+1 t2
for all 0tT.
Proof. Denote by ui, n the solution of the Galerkin approximating
system for (2.1)
dui, n
dt
+Aui, n+Pn F(ui, n)=Pn f, (2.6)
with initial data ui, n(t0)=Pnui (t0), for i=1, 2 and for n>M, where M is
chosen as above. It is clear that the initial data satisfy |A(ui, n(t0)&ui (t0))|
0 as n  , for i=1, 2.
Set Vn(t)=|AQ(u1, n(t)&u2, n(t))|&# |AP(u1, n(t)&u2, n(t))|. We first
show that if u1, n and u2, n are two different solutions of (2.6) and if
Vn(t1)=0, for some t1t0 , then dVn(t1)dt<0.
Setting 2=Q(u1(t)&u2(t)), $=P(u1(t)&u2(t)), 2n=Q(u1, n(t)&u2, n(t))
and $n=P(u1, n(t)&u2, n(t)) we get from (2.6)
d
dt
2n+A 2n+Rn(F(u1, n)&F(u2, n))=0, (2.7)
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where Rn is the orthogonal projection onto the span[.M+1 , ..., .n].
Taking the inner product of (2.7) with A2 2n gives (this is the basic reason
for considering the Galerkin procedure (2.6), because we do not know a
priori whether the difference (u1(t)&u2(t)) is in D(A2) or not):
1
2
d
dt
|A 2n | 2+|A32 2n | 2|(RnA1&;(F(u1, n)&F(u2, n)), A1+; 2n)|
K2 |A(u1, n&u2, n)| *;&12M+1 |A
32 2n |
K2( |A 2n |+|A $n | ) *;&12M+1 |A
32 2n |,
here we have used (2.4) and the fact that 0;12.
Since Vn(t1)=0, then at t=t1 we have
1
2
d
dt
|A 2n | 2+|A32 2n | 2K2(#&1+1)|A 2n | * ;&12M+1 |A
32 2n |

K2(#&1+1)
*1&;M+1
|A32 2n | 2.
Because of our choice for M (see (2.5)) we have
1
2
d
dt
|A 2n | 2+\1&K2(#
&1+1)
*1&;M+1 + |A32 2n | 20,
(2.8)
d
dt
|A 2n |+*M+1 \1&K2(#
&1+1)
*1&;M+1 + |A 2n |0.
A similar analysis for the $n term yields, at t=t1
1
2
d
dt
|A $n | 2+|A32 $n | 2&K2(#+1) |A $n | |A1+; $n |,
or
d
dt
|A $n |+*M |A $n |&K2(1+#) * ;M |A $n |. (2.9)
Subtracting (2.9) from (2.8) we get at t=t1
d
dt
( |A 2n |&# |A $n | )
[(*M&*M+1)+K2((#+1) *;M+(#
&1+1) * ;M+1)] |A 2n |.
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Thanks to (2.5) we have
dVn(t1)
dt
=
d
dt
( |A 2n |&# |A $n | )<0.
We conclude from this that if Vn(t0)0, then Vn(t)0 for all tt0 .
Let {>t0 be given. From (2.2), (2.3), (2.4) and (2.6) one can easily
derive the following energy estimates
sup
t0t{
|Aui, n(t)|C1
|
{
t0
|A32 ui, n(t)| 2 dtC2
|
{
t0 }A12
d
dt
ui, n(t)}
2
dtC3 ,
where Cj , for j=1, 2, 3, depend only on { and |Aui (t0)|.
By applying the Aubin’s compactness theorem, and by following similar
arguments to the ones given in [4], [40] or [52] for the NavierStokes
equations, one concludes that there is a subsequence nk   such that:
ui, nk  ui weakly in L
2(0, {; D(A32))
ui, nk  ui strongly in L
2(0, {; D(A))
ui, nk  ui strongly in L
(0, {; D(A12))
ui, nk  ui weakly in D(A) pointwise in [t0 , {].
Because of the uniqueness of the solutions, the above limits hold for the
whole sequence as well.
Since we are assuming |AQ(u1(t0)&u2(t0))|# |AP(u1(t0)&u2(t0))|, we
have for all n>M
|A 2n(t0)||A 2(t0)|# |A $(t0)|=# |A $n(t0)|,
hence, Vn(t0)0, and consequently Vn(t)0 for all t0t{, and all
n>M. In particular, we have |A 2nk(t)|&# |A $nk(t)|0, for al t0t{,
and all nk>M.
Since |A 2nk(t)| converges weakly in D(A), pointwise in [t0 , {], we have
|A 2(t)|lim inf
nk  
|A 2nk(t)|lim sup
nk  
# |A $nk(t)|=# |A $(t)|,
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for all t0t{. For the limit in the right hand side we have used the fact
that the Galerkin solutions coverge strongly in L(0, {; D(A12)), and since
$(t) and $nk(t) lie in the finite-dimensional space PH, the convergence is
also in the D(A) norm. This concludes our proof for part (i).
To prove (ii) we again consider the solutions ui, n to the Galerkin projec-
tion (2.6) with initial data ui, n(0)=Pnui (0) and for n>M, i=1, 2. Since
|A 2(0)|># |A $(0)|, for sufficiently large n we have
|A 2n(0)|># |A $n(0)|.
Since the solutions of (2.6) are continuous in t, for each n large enough
there exists a Tn>0 such that |A 2n(t)|># |A $n(t)| for all 0tTn .
Denote by
T n=sup[Tn : |A 2n(t)|># |A $n(t)| for all t # [0, Tn]].
Equation (2.8) holds on the interval [0, T n), and we get from the
Gronwall’s inequality
|A 2n(t)||A 2(0)| e&*M+1 t2 0t<T n ,
where we have required M so large that 1&K2(#&1+1)*;&1M+112.
Now we claim that TT =lim infn   T n . Suppose not, that is assume
T>T . Then there exists a subsequence nk such that T>T nk . Therefore, we
have |A 2nk(T )|# |A $nk(T )|. Then, as before we can show that
|A 2(T)|lim inf
nk  
|A 2nk(T )|# lim sup
nk  
|A $nk(T )|=# |A $(T )|.
This implies that [u1(T), u2(T )] # 1M(#), which contradicts the assump-
tions in (ii). From this and (2) we conclude for n large enough we have
|A 2n(t)||A 2(0)| e&*M+1 t2 0tTTn .
Taking the limit infimum again, we conclude that
|A 2(t)|lim inf
n  
|A 2n(t)||A 2(0)| e&*M+1t2.
for all 0tT. K
Remark. The above proof can be simplified under the additional assump-
tion that f # D(A1&;). For in this case one can show that dudt # D(A1&;)
and that u(t) # D(A2&;) for all t>0. In this case it is not necessary to first
prove the cone condition; i.e. the strong squeezing property, for the Galerkin
system and then pass to the limit (see [49]).
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The existence of an inertial manifold as a graph of a function 8 now
follows from the Hadamard approach as in [42] or [19], [20]. Further-
more, 8 enjoys the property
|A(8( p1)&8( p2))|# |A( p1&p2)|. (2.10)
We will suppose throughout that M is sufficiently large to satisfy (2.5) so
that the conclusions of Theorem 2.2 hold. It follows from our assumptions
on F(u) that the solution u(t)=S(t)u0 of Equation (2.1) is differentiable
with respect to the initial data (see for example [29], [53]). That is, the
Fre chet derivative
DS(t)u0
Du0
:=S$(t, u0)
exists and S$(t, u0)+0 :=+(t) is the solution of
d+
dt
+A++F $(S(t) u0)+=0
(2.11)
+(0)=+0 .
The following result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.2.
Corollary 2.3. If |QA+(0)|# |PA+(0)|, then |QA+(t)|# |PA+(t)|
for all t0.
3. The PDE
We know that from [3], [8], [42], [46] that under the assumptions of
Theorem 2.2 8 is C 1 in D(A). Set p=Pu, q=Qu, where PH=
span[.1 , ..., .M] with M chosen so that (2.5) holds. Then by applying the
projections P and Q to (2.1), we obtain the system
dp
dt
+Ap+PF( p(t)+q(t))=0 (3.1)
dq
dt
+Aq+QF( p(t)+q(t))=0, (3.2)
where for convenience we include the forcing term, f, in the term F. We still
require only that f # H. For any solution on the IM we have
q(t)=8( p(t)), (3.3)
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where p(t), q(t) solve Equations (3.1), (3.2) respectively. Differentiating
(3.3) gives
dq
dt
=D8
dp
dt
or using Equations (3.1), (3.2)
A8&D8( p)(Ap+PF( p+8( p)))+QF( p+8( p))=0, (3.4)
where the support of 8 is inside the ball B(0, 4\0). This restriction is, in a
sense, a boundary condition for equation (3.4). We recall that conversely,
if 8 is a solution of (3.4), then M=Graph(8) is an invariant manifold for
Equation (2.1).
We wish to approximate solutions of (3.4). Our method for accomplish-
ing this is partially motivated by the work of [15]. There an elliptic
regularized version of Equation (3.4) is studied, namely,
&= 28=( p)+A8=( p)&D8=( p)(Ap+PF( p+8=( p)))+QF( p+8=( p))=0,
(3.5)
where 2 is the Laplace operator on PH with zero Dirichlet boundary con-
dition on the boundary of the ball PB(0, 4\0), and =>0 denotes an artifi-
cial viscosity. It is shown in [15] that 8=  8 in appropriate spaces as
=  0 (in fact, the existence of 8 is shown by considering Equation (3.5) as
=  0).
We instead consider the infinite-dimensional damped hyperbolic system
9({, p)
{
+A9({, p)&D9({, p)(Ap+PF( p+9({, p)))
+QF( p+9({, p))=0
(3.6)
9(0, p)=90( p)
where 90 is assumed to be a C 1 map from PH into QD(A) such that
sup
p # H
&AD90( p)&L(PH, QH)#, (3.7)
Also we suppose that supp(90)/B(0, 4\0).
The condition (3.7) is, in a sense, a smallness condition on the initial
data in the C 1 norm. Such a condition should be expected because the
equation (3.6) is a hyperbolic system, and one would not expect the
damping term A9 to be able to control sharp gradients. But it will prevent
a shock from occurring if we start with ‘‘small’’ gradients.
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Notice that 8 is a stationary solution of (3.6). It will be seen that Equa-
tion (3.6) is already sufficiently damped (even without a term like &=29
added) and that 9 converges at an exponential rate to the stationary
solution 8 which is an IM for (2.1), provided that 90 satisfies (3.7).
To show that (3.6) has a unique global solution for initial values satisfy-
ing (3.7) we use the method of characteristics. This will turn out to involve
the Hadamard approach for the existence of the IM [42]. In particular, we
will need the gap condition to prevent ‘‘shocks’’ from developing. More
precisely, we will show that the function constructed using the Hadamard
approach in [42] is the solution to (3.6) subject to the initial value 90#0.
Hence there will be some similarities between the techniques implemented
by [42] in their geometric Hadamard approach and our analytic approach
studying the infinite dimensional damped hyperbolic system (3.6).
The next lemma will show that S(t)(PH ) converges to Graph(8) as
t   (as in [23], [42]). The idea behind the approximate inertial
manifold called EulerGalerkin, which was introduced in [23], was to
follow the evolution of the linear manifold PH (90=0) under the semi-
group S(t) forward for a short time. Here, the hope is that by starting
Equation (3.6) with initial data 90 that is already close enough to the IM
the solution of Equation (3.6) will converge at an exponential rate to the
IM. If this is so, one can improve (in the C 1 norm) any given approxima-
tion to the IM by integrating (3.6) forward for a short time.
Remark. One could also consider adding &= 29 to the left hand side
of equation (3.6) to obtain an infinite-dimensional parabolic system whose
unique steady state is stable and is the solution to (3.5). Under certain
smallness conditions on the initial data one would expect global existence
of solutions to this parabolic system. Therefore, under the same smallness
condition on the initial data one concludes that for = sufficiently small the
solutions to this parabolic system are close to the IM. This is because of
the stability of the steady solution of the parabolic system and because for
small = this steady state solution of Equation (3.5) is close to the IM 8.
Moreover, these solutions are C 1 due to the regularizing effect of &= 29
even though the initial value 90 may not be.
We therefore start by setting, for t0, Mt=S(t)(Graph(90)) (rather
than S(t)(PH) as in [23], [42]). A weaker version of Lemma 3.8 and
Lemma 3.2 below has been proven in [42]. The difference here is that we
prove our results in a stronger norm, namely in the D(A) norm, by
following the ideas of [42] and using our stronger version of the cone
condition.
Lemma 3.1. For each {0 there exists a function /({, p): PH [ QD(A)
such that
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M{=Graph(/({, } )),
|A(/({, p1)&/({, p2))|#|A( p1&p2)| (3.8)
for all p1 , p2 # PH, and /(0, p)=90 , where 90 satisfies (3.7).
We will show below that /({, p) is the solution of Equation (3.6).
Proof. We define the map as follows. For every {0>0, p0 # PH we have
p0=P(S({0)( p1+90( p1))) for some p1 # PH. That such a p1 exists can be
shown as follows: set g( p)=&PS({0)( p+90( p))+p0 . Then g: PH  PH
is continuous. In addition, for p sufficiently large, |Ap|2e*M{0 max[ |Ap0 |,
4\0], we have
(g( p), p)=&(P(S({0)p), p)+( p, p0)=&(e&PA{0 2p, e&PA{0 2p)+( p, p0)
&|e&PA{0 2p| 2+| p| | p0 |&e&*M{0 | p| 2+| p| | p0 |.
Hence,
lim
| p|  
(g( p), p)
| p|
=&.
Therefore, (g( p), p)<0 on the boundary of a sufficiently large ball, hence
by Lemma 7.2 p. 58 of [4] g( p) has at least one zero inside this large ball.
Set
/({0 , p0)=Q(S({0)( p1+90( p1))).
/ is also well-defined. If there exists p1 and p2 such that
P(S({0)( p1+90( p1)))=P(S({0)( p2+90( p2))),
then, setting ui (t)=S(t)( pi+90( pi)) for i=1, 2, it follows from the
assumptions on 90 that at t=0
|QA(u1(0)&u2(0))|=|A(90( p1)&90( p2))|
# |PA( p1&p2)|=# |PA(u1(0)&u2(0))|.
From the uniform cone condition, Theorem 2.2, this last relation holds for
all t0. In particular, at t={0 . It follows that u1({0)=u2({0), and from the
backward uniqueness (see for example [1]) u1(t)=u2(t) for all t0 and
p1=p2 . Equation(3.8) is an immediate consequence of the cone condition
and the definition of /. K
It is important to notice that the only requirement used in Lemma 3.1 on
90 is the inequality |A(90( p1)&90( p2))|# |A( p1&p2)|. In fact the argu-
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ment in Lemma 3.1 can be applied to any function (graph in phase space)
with this property. We will make repeated use of this fact throughout this
paper.
The characteristic equations for (3.6) are
d{
dt
=1,
dp
dt
=&Ap&PF( p+) (3.9)
d
dt
=&A&QF( p+), (3.10)
where {={(t, p0), p=p(t, p0) and =(t, p0), and with initial values
{(0, p0)=0, p(0, p0)=p0 , and (0, p0)=90( p0), for arbitrary p0 # PH.
After solving these equations one can implement the Implicit Function
Theorem to invert the functions {(t, p0) and p(t, p0) to obtain t=t({, p),
p0=p0({, p) and substitute them in  to get 9({, p)=(t({, p), p0({, p))
the solution of (3.6). The solutions of these characteristic equations are
exactly the trajectories of (2.1), S(t)u0 , with initial data u0 on Graph(90).
On the other hand, for any trajectory of the form u({)=S({)( p0+90( p0))
it follows from the definition of / in Lemma 3.1 that
/({, Pu({))=Qu({).
Hence, whenever 9({, p) is defined by the characteristics method as above
one concludes that /({, p)=9({, p).
The function /({, p) is globally defined for all {0. Hence, it is enough
to show that /({, p) is a classical global solution of (3.6) which is equiv-
alent to showing, by using the Implicit Function Theorem, the invertibility
of the functions {={(t, p0), p=p(t, p0) since t({, p0)=t. To achieve this
one has to study the invertibility of the operator \op :=p(t, p0)p0 . For
this we must consider the linearization of the system (3.9), (3.10)
d\op
dt
+A\op+PDF(u)(\op+_op)=0
(3.11)
d_op
dt
+A_op+QDF(u)(\op+_op)=0,
where _op :=(t, p0)p0 , u(t, p0)=p(t, p0)+(t, p0) and p(t, p0), (t, p0)
solve the system (3.9), (3.10); equivalently, u(t, p0) is a solution of (2.1)
with initial data on Graph(90). That is, u(0, p0)=p0+90( p0). Notice that
\op : PH [ PH and _op : PH [ QH are linear operators.
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Theorem 3.2. Let 90 satisfy (3.7). Then Equation (3.6) has a solution
9({, p) which is global in { and p. Moreover, its partial Fre chet derivative
with respect to p satisfies
&A(D9({, p))&L(PH, QH )# (3.12)
for all {0.
Proof. Based on the above discussion let us observe that the charac-
teristic system (3.9), (3.10) and it linearization (3.11) have global existence
for all t0 and p0 # PH. To establish the theorem we need first to show
that \op(t, p0) is invertible for every t and every p0 # PH, which will
guarantee the global invertibility of the function p(t, p0). From the initial
condition p(0, p0)=p0 , we have that \op(0, p0)=P which is the identity on
PH and this assures the invertibility of p(t, p0) for all p0 # PH and
0tT( p0) for some T( p0)>0. Assume by contradiction that for some
t0>0 and p0 # PH the matrix \op(t0 , p0) is singular. Therefore, there exist
a ! # PH, !{0 such that \op(t0 , p0)!=0.
Set \(t, p0)=\op(t, p0)!, _(t, p0)=_op(t, p0)! and +(t, p0)=\(t, p0)+
_(t, p0). Notice that +(t, p0) satisfies (2.11). Because the initial condition
90 satisfies (3.7), we have that |A_op(0)!| = |AD90( p0)!|  # |A!| =
# |A\op(0)!|. Therefore, by Corollary 2.3, we obtain |A_(t, p0)| 
# |A\(t, p0)| for all t0. Since \op(t0 , p0)!=0, the cone condition implies
that _op(t0 , p0)!=0 and hence, +(t0 , p0)=0. Now the backward unique-
ness (see [1]) implies that +(t)=0 for all 0tt0 . However, 0=P+(0)=
\op(0, p0)!=I!. Thus !=0 which is a contradiction. As a result 9({, p)
exists globally and is differentiable. Moreover, since 9=/ and / satisfies
(3.8), (3.12) follows. K
4. Convergence Results
To show that the solution 9 of Equation (3.6) converges to 8 is a simple
consequence of the strong squeezing property. Let p # PH and {>0 be
given. From Lemma 3.1 there exists u0a # Graph(90), u0m # Graph(8) such
that p=PS({) u0a=PS({) u0m . Further, 9({, p)=QS({) u0a , 8( p)=QS({)
u0m . We will denote throughout by using the subscript m solutions on the
inertial manifold and we will denote with the subscript a solutions starting
on Graph(9). Since the solutions ua=S(t) u0a , um=S(t) u0m of Equation
(2.1) are not in the cone 1M (#) for all 0t{, Theorem 2.2 (ii) applies
and
|QA(ua(t)&um(t))|e&*M+1 t2 |QA(u0a&u0m)| (4.1)
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for this interval of time. Since 90 , 8 are uniformly bounded, we have at
t={
sup
p # PH
|A(9({, p)&8( p))|2K3e&*M+1{2 {0, (4.2)
where K3=maxp # PH[ |A90( p)|, |A8( p)|].
We would like to improve the estimate given in (4.2). As stated above we
have in mind that the initial data of Equation (3.6), 90 , will be already
close to 8. For example, 90 could be one of the approximate inertial
manifolds studied in [17], [23], [43], [54], [57]. For many of these
AIMs one shows that a thin neighborhood of these manifolds is invariant
by obtaining an estimate for solutions near the manifold or on the attractor
of the form
|A(q(t)&90( p(t)))|Error(90), (4.3)
where u(t)=p(t)+q(t) and solves (2.1). The Error(90) is typically bounded
by C*&rM+1 for some rational number r>0. It is possible for the error to
decrease exponentially in the dimension of the manifold. This occurs for
example when the solutions of (2.1) have Gevrey class regularity (see [13],
[27], [38]).
Notice that this immediately implies the estimate
|A(90( p)&8( p))|Error(90) (4.4)
for all p such that p+8( p) is on the attractor. Indeed, for any t0>0
arbitrary, and any p # PH from Lemma 3.1 there exists u0=p0+8( p0)
such that p=PS(t0)u0 . Furthermore, u(t)=S(t)u0 is on the attractor.
Hence,
|A(8( p(t))&90( p(t)))|=|A(q(t)&90( p(t)))|Error(90), for all t0,
where q(t)=QS(t)u0 . However, at t=t0 Equation (4.4) follows. It is
possible to prove (4.4) for solutions away from the attractor, but on the
IM, since many of the necessary estimates hold on the IM as well.
However, to do this would require us to look at a specific choice for 90 .
Remark. In the case that the forcing term f in (2.1) is smooth, say
f # D(A#) for #>0, then one can in general show that the solutions of the
type of equations under consideration are bounded in D(A1+#) for all
t>0. As a consequence this implies that |Aq(t)|C*#M+1 for time suf-
ficiently large. As the solutions become more smooth, that is, large #, the
q part of the solution becomes smaller. Moreover, the approximate inertial
manifolds mentioned above also decay (in Fourier space) at least like
*&#M+1 for this case. Thus |A(q(t)&90( p(t)))|C*
&#
M+1 for solutions inside
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the absorbing ball (see for example, [36], [38], [41]). Hence, by the
above argument one can obtain over the support of 8 the trivial estimate
|A(90( p)&8( p))|C*&#M+1 for all of the AIMs mentioned above (including
90=0).
Remark. In the case #r1 and the solutions are smooth, q(t) decays
rapidly in Fourier space, there may be little advantage in approximating
such q from a numerical point of view. This point is studied and
demonstrated in detail in [13], [27], [36], [38].
In general we set
sup
p # PH
|A(90( p)&8( p))|= max
|Ap|4M2
|A(90( p)&8( p))|=Error(90). (4.5)
The following theorem gives the short time convergence.
Theorem 4.1. Let {0=1*M . Further, suppose that M is chosen so that
(2.5) and (4.12) (below) are satisfied. Then for n{0{(n+1){0 , n=0, 1,
2, ... we have
sup
p # PH
|A(9({, p)&8( p))|K n+15, M Error(90) e
&*M+1{2. (4.6)
The constant K5, M depends on M. Moreover, K5, M2 and tends to one as
M goes to infinity.
Proof. As before we choose u0a # Graph(90), u0m # Graph(8) such that
PS({0)u0a=p=PS({0)u0m . As in the estimates (4.1), (4.2), we have
|A(9({0 , p)&8( p))||A(q0a&q0m)| e&*M+1{0 2, (4.7)
where q0a=Qu0a , q0m=Qu0m . We must estimate the right-hand-side of this
inequality. Notice
|A(q0a&q0m)||A(90( p0a)&8( p0a))|+|A(8( p0a)&8( p0m))|
Error(90)+# |A(p0a&p0m)|, (4.8)
where p0a=Pu0a , p0m=Pu0m . We set $(t)=P(S(t)u0a&S(t) u0m)=
pa(t)&pm(t). Then $({0)=0 and $(t) solves
d$
dt
+A$+P[F( pa+8( pa))&F( pm+8( pm))]
+P[F( pa+qa)&F( pa+8( pa))]=0.
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From their definitions qa(t)&8( pa(t))=9(t, pa(t))&8( pa(t)). If we
take the inner product with &A2$, we obtain using Equations (2.4), (2.10),
(4.2)
&
1
2
d |A $(t)|2
dt
|A32$|2+K2(1+#) |A$| |A1+;$|+K22K3e&*M+1t2|A1+;$|
(*M+K2(1+#)*;M) |A$|
2+K22K3*;M e
&*M+1 t2 |A$|.
(4.9)
From the assumptions of Section 2 |Apa(t)|, |Apm(t)| are continuous in
time. Moreover, we may assume that |A $(0)|{0, for otherwise there is
nothing to prove. Thus there is some positive interval of time such that
|A $(t)|>0. Since the estimate we derive on |A $(t)| is growing exponen-
tially in time, we may assume without loss of generality that |A $(t)|{0 on
0t<{0 . We therefore devidide (4.9) by |A$|, apply Gronwall’s lemma on
the interval [0, {0] and use the fact that |A $({0)|=0 to obtain
|A $(t)|
K22K3 *;M
*M+K2(1+#) *;M
(exp(4M{0)&exp(4M t)), (4.10)
where 4M=*M+K2(1+#) *;M and where we have used the estimate
e&*M+1 t21 in (4.9). We obtain using the mean value theorem on the
exponentials and our choice for {0 that
|A $(0)|K4
2K3
*1&;M
,
where K4=2K2 exp(1+K2(1+#) *;&1M ).
Thus we see from (4.8) that
|A(q0a&q0m)|Error(90)+
#K42K3
*1&;M
,
and the estimate (4.2) can be improved. We have that
|A(9({, p)&8( p))|\Error(90)+#K4(2K3)*1&;M + e&*M+1{2
for all 0{{0 and for all p # PH. Now we may repeat the above
argument, each time improving the estimate (4.2), as many times as we
like. If we do it n times, we find
|A(q0a&q0m)|Error(90)+
#K42K3
*1&;M
Error(90)
+\#K42K3*1&;M +
2
Error(90)+ } } } +\#K42K3*1&;M +
n
2K3 . (4.11)
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Now we require M large enough so that
#K42K3
*1&;M

1
2
. (4.12)
Since n is arbitrary, we must have that
|A(({, p)&8( p))|K5, M Error(90) e&*M+1{2,
where
K5, M :=
1
1&#K42K3 *1&;M
2.
For { in the interval [{0 , 2{0] etc..., we can repeat the argument only
with 90( p)=9({0 , p), 9(2{0 , p) } } } . K
Theorem 4.1 could be proven continuously in time without the above
iteration procedure; however, the method here is suggestive of a time dis-
cretization. Indeed we have
Corollary 4.2. For {={0=1*M , we have that
sup
p # PH
|A(9({, p)&8( p))|K5, M e&12
Error(90)
*1&;M
.
Thus if one can integrate Equation (3.6) for the short time {0 , one can
improve the error of the initial guess 90 by the factor K5, Me&12*;&1M 
2*;&1M (recall from Section 2 that 0;12).
Before turning to the C 1 convergence we need two important auxiliary
lemmas. In order to obtain the needed estimates to show C 1 convergence
we will find it necessary to fix the interval of time we estimate the trajec-
tories of the solutions to be independent of M. We chose for the rest of the
paper the parameter {0 to be unity.
Lemma 4.3. Suppose that u0a # Graph(9((n&1){0)) and u0m # Graph(8)
are such that p=PS({0) u0a=PS({0) u0m with {0=1. Then with ua(t)=S(t)
u0a and um(t)=S(t) u0m we have
|A(ua(t)&um(t))|K8, Me&(n&1) *M+1 2,
for all 0t{0 , p # PH and for all n1. The constant K8, M depends on M
and is given by (4.14) below.
Proof. Notice that
qa(t) :=QS(t) u0a=9((n&1) {0+t, pa(t)), qm(t) :=QS(t) u0m=8( pm(t))
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with pa(t)=PS(t) u0a and pm(t)=PS(t) u0m . Moreover, the solutions ua ,
um are not in the cone for 0t{0 since p=PS({0) u0a=PS({0) u0m and
QS({0) u0a=9(n{0 , p){QS({0) u0m=8( p). Thus we may obtain using
Theorem 4.1
|A(ua(t)&um(t))|(#&1+1) |A[9((n&1) {0+t, pa(t))&8( pm(t))]|
(#&1+1)[ |A[9((n&1){0+t, pa(t))&8( pa(t))]|
+|A(8( pa(t))&8( pm(t)))|]
(#&1+1)[K k+15, M Error(9((n&1){0))
+# |A( pa(t)&pm(t))|], (4.13)
where since {0=1, we must choose k=[*M]+1, ({0=*&1M in
Theorem 4.1).
The term |A $(t)|=|A( pa(t)&pm(t))| was estimated in Theorem 4.1.
However, we may use that theorem to improve the estimate. We proceed
as in that theorem only instead of using (4.2) in (4.9), we use the conclu-
sion of Theorem 4.1. That is, from Theorem 4.1
|A[9((n&1){0+t, pa(t))&8( pa(t))]|
K k+15, M Error(9((n&1){0) e
&*M+1 t2.
Using this estimate in place of (4.2) in (4.9), we find (4.10) becomes
|A $(0)|
K2*;MK
k+1
5, M Error(9((n&1){0))
*M+K2(1+#)*;M
(exp(4M {0)&exp(4M t)).
Applying the mean value theorem to the exponentials we conclude that
|A( pa(t)&pm(t))|K2*;M+1 K
k+1
5, M e
*M+K2(1+#)*
;
M Error(9((n&1){0)).
We have from (4.2) that Error(9((n&1){0))2K3 e&*M+1(n&1){0 2. The
result follows after returning to (4.13) with
K8, M :=(#&1+1)(K k+15, M +#2K2K
k+1
5, M *
;
M+12K3 e
*M+K2(1+#) *
;
M), (4.14)
where again k=[*M]+1. We also recall that K5, M in Theorem 4.6 satisfies
K5, M2. K
We recall that from Lemma 3.2 the operator \a, op defined by PDua(t)
with ua defined as in the previous lemma, ua(t)=S(t)u0a=pa(t)+
9((n&1){0+t, pa(t)), and the differentiation is with respect to Pu0a is
invertible. That is, given any ! # PH, \a :=\a, op! solves
d\a
dt
+A\a+PF $(ua(t))+a=0 (4.15)
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with \a(0)=!, +a(t)=\a(t)+D9((n&1){0+t, Pua(t)) \a(t) and \a, op is
invertible for all t>0.
The next lemma was essentially proven in the proof of the cone condi-
tion in Theorem 2.2. Since the context is different here, we make the
estimate more explicit.
Lemma 4.4. The operator \a, op satisfies
&A\&1a, op(t)&L(PH, PH )exp[(*M+K2(1+#) *;M) t].
Proof. Taking the inner product of (4.15) with &A2\a with |A!|=1
and using (2.3), we find
&
1
2
d |A\a | 2
dt
*M |A\a |+K2*;M |A+a |.
The form for +a gives that |A+a |(1+#)|A\a |, where we recall that
&A D9&L(PH, QH)# from Lemma 3.2. Dividing by |A\a | (\a, op is invertible
and |A!|=1, so |A\a |{0) applying Gronwall’s lemma on the interval
[s, t], we find
|A\a(s)||A\a(t)| e(*M+K2(1+#) *
;
M)(t&s).
Notice that at s=0, |A\a(0)|=|A!|. Thus
|A!|exp[(*M+K2(1+#)*;M) t] |A\a, op(t)!|. (4.16)
The result follows after taking the supremum over |A!|=1. K
We turn to convergence in the C 1 norm. We will require the nonlinear
term to satisfy
|A1&;(F $(u1)&F $(u2))+|L1 |A(u1&u2)| |A+|. (4.17)
We remark that we only assume (4.17) for convenience. In fact, it is enough
to assume that F $ is continuous. Since all of the physical equations men-
tioned in the introduction satisfy (4.17), in practice this assumption
presents no real restriction.
Theorem 4.5. Let M be large enoug so that (2.5), (4.12) and (4.23)
(below) hold. Then given =>0 there exists a T(=) such that
sup
p # PH
&A(D9({, p)&D8( p))&L(PH, QH)=
for all {T(=).
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Proof. Let =>0 be given and p # PH be arbitrary. Let {0=1. As in
Lemma 4.3 for each n1 there exists u0a # Graph(9((n&1){0)) and u0m #
Graph(8) so that p=PS({0) u0a=PS({0) u0m and 9(n{0 , p)=QS({0) u0a ,
8( p)=QS({0) u0m , where {0=1. We also set p0a=Pu0a and p0m=Pu0m .
We have that
qa(t, p0a) :=QS(t) u0a=9((n&1) {0+t, PS(t) u0a)
qm(t, p0m) :=QS(t) u0m=8(PS(t) u0m),
for t0. By taking the derivative of qa with respect to p0a and qm with
respect to p0m we obtain
_a, op(t)=D9((n&1){0+t, pa(t)) \a, op(t),
_m, op(t)=D8( pm(t)) \m, op(t)
for all 0t{0 . Moreover, for ! # PH, +a=(\a, op+_a, op)!, +m=
(\m, op+_m, op)!, are solutions to (2.11) with S(t)u0=S(t)u0a and S(t)u0=
S(t)u0m respectively.
Notice that
[D9((n&1){0+t, pa(t))&D8( pm(t))] \a, op(t)!
=(_a, op(t)&_m, op)!+D8( pm(t))(\m, op(t)&\a, op(t))!.
Hence, at time t={0 , (2.10) together with the previous equation gives
|A(D9(n{0 , p)&D8( p)) \a, op({0)!|(1+#) |A( +a({0)&+m({0))|. (4.18)
Thus we need an estimate on |A( +a({0)&+m({0))|.
We have that +a(t) is given by
+a(t)=e&At+a(0)&|
t
0
e&(t&s)AF $(S(t)u0a(s)) +a(s) ds. (4.19)
Also +m is given by (4.19) with a replaced with m. Using these expressions
we obtain for the difference 2+=+a&+m
2+(t)=e&At 2+(0)&|
t
0
e&(t&s)A[F $(ua(s)) +a(s)&F $(um(s)) +a(s)] ds
&|
t
0
e&(t&s)A[F$(um(s)) +a(s)&F$(um(s)) +m(s)] ds,
where ua(t)=S(t) u0a , um(t)=S(t) u0m .
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One may obtain from Equation (2.11) the a priori estimate |A+a |M3
on the interval [0, {0] for some M3>0. Notice also that +a, op(0)=
P+D9((n&1){0 , pa(0)) and +m, op(0)=P+D8( pm(0)) and hence
2+(0) # QH. Also we have the estimate &A;e&tA&L(H, H)K6t&; (see [29]
for example). Hence, (4.17) and (2.4) imply that
|A 2+(t)|e&*M+1 t |A 2+(0)|+|
t
0
K6 L1M3
(t&s) ;
|A(ua(s)&um(s))| ds
+|
t
0
K2 K6
(t&s) ;
|A(+a(s)&+m(s))| ds.
Applying Lemma 4.3 and Gronwall’s lemma, [29] (p. 188), we conclude
|A 2+({0)|K7 e&*M+1{0 |A 2+(0)|+K9, M(*M) e&(n&1) *M+1 2, (4.20)
where K9, M=K7K6L1M3 K8, M (1&;)&1, K8, M is given by (4.14) and
depends on M. Notice that although we used (4.17) to obtain (4.20), it is
enough to only assume that F $ is uniformly continuous.
We also have that |A 2+(0)|=|A( +a(0)&+m(0))| satisfies
|A( +a(0)&+m(0))|=|A(D((n&1){0 , pa(0))&D8( pm(0)))!|
[&A(D9((n&1){0 , pa(0))&D8( pa(0)))&L(PH, QH )
+&A(D8( pa(0))&D8( pm(0)))&L(PH, QH)] |A!|.
(4.21)
In order to obtain an estimate in the operator norm we will need to take
the supremum over all ! # PH such that |A\a, op({0)!|=1. Notice that since
\a, op is invertible, all such vectors of unit length are obtained. Lemma 4.4,
(4.16), provides the bound for such |A!|, namely,
|A!|exp(*M+K2(1+#) *;M).
Thus for such !, (4.18) becomes
|A(D9(n{0 , p)&D8( p)) \a, op({0)!|
(1+#) K7 e&*M+1e*M+K2(1+#)*
;
M[&A(D9((n&1) {0 , pa(0))
&D8( pa(0)))&L(PH, QH )+|A(D8( pa(0))&D8( pm(0)))&L(PH, QH)]
+(1+#) K9, Me&(n&1) *M+12 (4.22)
In view of the first term in this inequality we will need to require that
(1+#) K7e&*M+1e*M+K2(1+#) *
;
M12 (4.23)
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(any number less than one will do). From the gap condition we may
require the exponent in (4.23) to be as negative as we like by increasing M
if necessary. Recall that the constant K7 in (4.23) arises from the use of
Gronwall’s inequality to conclude (4.20), and K7 depends only on K2 , K6 ,
;, {0 . Once (4.23) is satisfied, M is fixed once and for all.
We see from Lemma 4.3 |AP(u0a&u0m)| can be made arbitrarily small
for all p # PH by requiring {; (i.e. n{0), sufficiently large. Also from [3],
[8], [46], D8 is continuous. It also has compact support, and hence is
uniformly continuous. Thus for any =>0 there exists an T1(=) such that the
second term in (4.21) may be required to satisfy
1
2
&A(D8( pa(0))&D8( pm(0)))&L(PH, QH)
=
8
for all p # PH and {T1(=) with pa(0)=Pu0a and pm(0)=Pu0m .
Returning to (4.22) and taking the supremum over all ! # PH such that
|A\a, op({0)!|=1, we conclude
sup
p # PH
&A(D9(n{0 , p)&D8( p))&L(PH, QH)

1
2
sup
p # PH
&A(D9((n&1) {0 , p)&D8( p))&L(PH, QH)
+
=
8
+(1+#) K9, Me&(n&1) *M+1 2.
Choose n so large that
(1+#) K9, Me&(n&1) *M+12
=
8
for all nN0(=). Set an=supp # PH &A(D9(n{0 , p)&D8( p))&L(PH, QH) .
Then we have that
an
1
2 \an&1+
=
2+
For such n we have iterating for m0
an+m
an&1
2m+1
+
=
2
.
We require further 2#2&(m+1)=2 (recall |an&1 |2#). Then the result
follows for all {T(=) with T(=)=max[T1(=), (N0(=)+m){0]. K
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We remark that it is possible to obtain a rate of convergence in Theorem
4.5 under the assumption that 8 is C 2. However, at present to obtain this
would require that the gaps in the spectrum of the operator A to be larger
than what (2.5) requires. Unfortunately, none of the physical equations
mentioned in the introductions satisfy this more restrictive gap condition.
5. C1 Convergence of a Galerkin Method
In the previous two sections we constructed functions 9({, } ) that
approximate 8 in the C 1 norm as { is increased. In this section we show
how to construct approximations to 8 that are finite-dimensional, but con-
verge (in the C 1 sense) as the dimension is increased.
Consider the Galerkin approximation of (2.1) based on the eigenfunc-
tions of the linear operator A given by
duN
dt
+AuN+PN F(uN)=PNf, (5.1)
where PN denotes the projection onto the span of the first N eigenfunctions
of A, for N>M and M is determined by Theorem 2.2 and (4.23). We will
also assume from now on that f # D(A1&;). The reason for this is that for
the solutions of the Galerkin system (5.1) to approximate the solutions of
(2.1) in D(A) one needs the solutions of (2.1) to be more regular than just
in D(A). In particular, if f # D(A1&;) using the variation of constants for-
mula (see [29] for example) one can show that u(t) # D(A2&;) for t>0 for
u(t) solving (2.1) by obtaining an estimate on the time derivative. The
assumptions on F are the same as in the previous sections.
As already noted in [22], [23] Equation (5.1) enjoys the same proper-
ties as (2.1). Indeed, the N eigenvalues of PNA are exactly the same as the
first N eigenvalues of A. Thus for N>M the spectral gap condition is
satisfied for (5.1). Moreover, the constants in the proof of the IM for (5.1)
can be chosen in a uniform way (independent of N) so that we have the
existence of a function 8N: PH [ PNQH such that the Graph(8N) is an
inertial manifold for Equation (5.1), (see [22], [23], [37] for details).
Thus the equation
dpN
dt
+ApN+PF( pN+8N( pN))=Pf, (5.2)
where pN=PuN , has the same long-time dynamics as (5.1) and remains of
dimension M as N  . Further, we have from [22], [23], [37]
sup
p # PH
|A(8( p)&8N( p))|
K10
*1&;N
. (5.3)
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This estimates requires that the forcing term f in (2.1) be in D(A1&;).
Equation (5.2) will play the role of the approximate inertial form
dp
dt
+Ap+PF( p+8app( p))=Pf. (5.4)
Here we will show that 8N  8 in the C 1 norm as N  . Thus Equa-
tion (5.2) will be a small C 1 perturbation of the inertial form for the PDE,
Equation (1.4) as N increases. Since the long-time dynamics of the inertial
form is the same as that of the original PDE, and the long-time dynamics
of (5.2) is the same as that of (5.1), we see that the hyperbolic structures
of the attractor studied in [48], for example, are preserved by the Galerkin
scheme (5.1) for N sufficiently large (for a direct approach to the per-
sistence of hyperbolic structures of the attractor for the NavierStokes
equation approximated by the Galerkin scheme (5.1), see [5], [55], [58]).
A similar result is proven for finite difference approximations in [32] and
our approach is the same as the one given there. In particular, we have
Theorem 5.1. Let 8, 8N be as described above with f # D(A1&;).
Further, suppose that M so that (2.5), (4.12), and (4.23) hold. Then given
=>0 there exists a N(=)>M such that in addition to (5.3) we have that
sup
p # PH
&A(D8N( p)&D8( p))&L(PH,QH)= (5.5)
for all NM(=).
Notice that this result also gives us a way to approximate the function
9({, p), and hence 8. Because the function 9 constructed in the previous
sections is an infinite-dimensional vector-valued function, one would need
to approximate 9 in order to implemented it in a numerical scheme. Since
the system (5.1) and its associated inertial manifold 8N satisfy the same
estimates as the true inertial manifold, the previous two sections apply to
the solution 9N({, p) solving
9N ({, p)
{
+A9N ({, p)&D9N({, p)(Ap+PF( p+9N ({, p)))
+PNQF( p+9N({, p))=0
(5.6)
9N(0, p)=PN90( p) ,
where 90 satisfies (3.7) and we have again incorporated the forcing term
f into the term F. In other words one may apply the results of the previous
sections to the Galerkin system (5.1) (recall we had to first prove te cone
condition for the Galerkin system in Theorem 2.2 before obtaining it for
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(2.1)). We may conclude therefore that 9N({, } ) approximates 8N in the C 1
sense as { is increased. Together with the previous theorem we may
conclude
Theorem 5.2. Let 9N solve (5.6) with f # D(A1&;). Suppose that M is
chosen so that (2.5), (4.12), (4.23) are satisfied. Then given =>0 there exists
an N(=)>M and aT(=)>0 such that
sup
p # PH
[|A(9N({, p)&8( p))|+&A(D9N({, p)&D8( p))&L(PH, QH)]=
for all NN(=) and {T(=).
One possible advantage of approximating 8 with 9N is that imple-
menting it in (5.4) yields a system of dimension M that may be chosen to
be close to the true inertial form in the C 1 norm.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. The proof follows the proof of Theorem 4.5 will
little modification. Essentially one replaces 9(n{0 , p) in that proof with
8N( p). Moreover, (5.3) will take the place of (4.2). There are some minor
differences in the details.
Let =>0 be given and p # PH be arbitrary. Since Graph(8N) and
Graph(8) are inertial manifolds (and in particular invariant manifolds) for
(5.1) and (2.1) respectively, we have that for every p # PH there exists
u0a # Graph(8N) and u0m # Graph(8) such that PSN({0)u0a=p=
PS({0) u0m , where {0=1 and SN(t) is the semigroup for (5.1).
Following the proof of Theorem 4.1 (in particular, Equations (4.9),
(4.10)) we have using (5.3) that for $(t)=P(SN(t)u0a&S(t)u0m)=
pN(t)&pm(t)
|A$(t)|
K11, M
*1&;N
, (5.7)
where K11, M=K2K10* ;M exp(*M+(1+#) *
;
M). In addition,
|A(um(t)&uN(t))||A $(t)|+|A(8N ( pN (t))&8( pm(t)))|

K12, M
*1&;N
, (5.8)
where K12, M=(1+#) K11, M+K10 and depends on M. This last estimates
plays the role of Lemma 4.3 in the proof of Theorem 4.5. It can also be
viewed as giving the continuous convergence of the semigroups SN(t) and
S(t) for finite intervals of time.
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As before we will find it necessary to study the linearizations of the
evolution equations. Taking the derivative with respect to the initial data
of the solution uN(t) solving (5.1) we have that +N(t) :=S$(t, u0a)+0, N
solves
d+N
dt
+A+N+PNF $(uN(t))+N=0,
(5.9)
+(0)=+0, N
with +0, N # PNH. As in the proof of Theorem 4.5 we will need to show that
+N approximates +m with +m defined as in Theorem 4.5. This will show that
the semigroups SN(t) and S(t) approximate one another in the C 1 sense
over finite time intervals.
One may obtain the estimate the time derivative of +m (see Lemma 3.5.1
of [29] or p.114 of [47])
}A1&; d+mdt }
K13
t1&;
.
Since A+m=&d+mdt&F $(u)+m # D(A1&;), and *1&;N |APN Q+m |
|A2&;+m | we have that
|A2&; +m(t)|
K13
t1&;
, |APNQ+m(t)|
K13
t 1&;*1&;N
(5.10)
for all 0<t{0 . Following the calculations leading to (4.20) only using
(5.8)
|APN (+N (t)&+m(t))|K6e&*M+1t |A(+N (0)&+m(0))|
K12, M
*1&;N
+|
t
0
K2 K6
(t&s);
|A( +(s)&+N(s))| ds,
where we have used the fact that as in Theorem 4.5 (+N(0)&+m(0)) # QH.
Also recall that the constant K6 comes from the estimate &A;e&tA&L(H, H )
K6 t&;. Therefore, using (5.10)
|A(+N(t)&+m(t))||APN(+N (t)&+m(t))|+|PN QA+m(t)|
K6 e&*M+1 |A(+N(0)&+m(0))|+
K12, M
*1&;N
+
K13
t1&;*1&;N
+|
t
0
K2 K6
(t&s) ;
|A(+(s)&+N(s))| ds.
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We obtain from Gronwall’s lemma ([29], p. 188) at t={0
|A(+N({0)&+m({0))|K7e&*M+1 |A(+N(0)&+m(0))|+
K14, M
*1&;N
,
where K7 is the same as in Theorem 4.5 and K14, M=K7(K12, M+K13).
Since um(t) and uN(t) are on their respective inertial manifolds, we have
qm(t)=8( pm(t)), qN(t)=8N( pN(t))
with qN(t)=QuN(t). Taking the derivative of these last two expressions
with respect to pm(0) and pN(0) respectively, we find
_m, op(t)=D8( pm(t))\m, op , _N, op(t)=D8N( pN(t)) \N, op(t),
where +m(t)=+m, op(t)!=(\m, op(t)+_m, op(t))! and +N(t)=+N, op(t)!=
(\N, op(t)+_N, op(t))! solve Equations (2.11), (5.9) respectively, for ! # PH.
Notice also that +m, op(0)=P+D8( pm(0)) and +N, op(0)=P+D8N( pN(0)).
Hence, (+m, op(0)&+N, op(0))! # QH for all ! # PH.
We have
(D8( pm(t))&D8N( pN(t))) \m, op(t)!
=(_m, op(t)&_N, op)!+D8N( pN(t))(\N, op(t)&\m, op(t))!.
Hence, at time {0=1
|A(D8( p) \m, op({0)&D8N( p) \m, op({0))!|
(1+#) |A(+m({0)&+N({0))|, (5.11)
where we are using the fact that like D8, D8N satisfies &AD8N ( p)&L(PH, QH)
# for all p # PH, N>M. Notice that
|A(+m(0)&+N(0))|[&A(D8( pm(0))&D8( pN(0)))&L(PH, QH)
+&A(D8( pN (0))&D8N( pN (0)))&L(PH, QH)] |A!|.
Thanks to (5.7) we may obtain due to the uniform continuity of D8 (as in
Theorem 4.5) that (12) &A(D8( pm(0))&D8( pN(0)))&L(PH, QH)=4 for
NN1(=) for N1(=) sufficiently large.
Precisely as in Theorem 4.5, in particular with the use of (4.23), we find
that taking the supremum over all ! # PH such that |A\m, op({0)!|=1 (one
may obtain the necessary bound on \&1m, op as in Lemma 4.4) that
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sup
p # PH
&A(D8( p)&D8N( p)&L(PH, QH)

=
2
+
1
2
sup
p # PH
&A(D8( p)&D8N( p)&L(PH, QH) ,
where we require that for NN2(=), (1+#) K14, M *1&;N =4. The theorem
follows with N(=)=max[N1(=), N2(=)]. K
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